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England beat Tunisia in opening match
VOLGOGRAD: Captain Harry Kane came to the res-
cue with two goals, the second a dramatic injury-
time winner, as England began their World Cup
Group G campaign with a stuttering 2-1 win over
Tunisia yesterday.

Gareth Southgate’s men almost paid a heavy price
for missing a slew of first-half chances when Tunisia’s
Ferjani Sassi slotted home a softly-awarded penalty 20
minutes before half-time. And the north Africans were
still level as the game went past the 90-minute mark.

But Harry Maguire won a header from a corner and
Kane was on hand at the far post to nod in the winner
before being mobbed by his ecstatic teammates.
England had started brightly in a blur of passing and

movement and could have been two goals up inside the
first four minutes.

First Jordan Henderson’s lofted first-time pass
released Dele Alli and when the ball eventually broke
to Jesse Lingard he saw his shot from six yards saved
by the outstretched left boot of Mouez Hassen in the
Tunisia goal.

Kane had been kept quiet in the opening salvos but
he exploded into action in the 11th minute when he cut
inside from the left and saw his shot from the edge of
the box deflected wide for a corner.

Ashley Young delivered the set piece for John
Stones to rise highest and meet with a powerful head-
er. Hassen saved acrobatically but Kane was on hand

to tap home the rebound with his right foot and open
his World Cup account. Hassen, who had injured his
left shoulder making an earlier save, could not continue
and left the field in tears as he was replaced in goal by
Farouk Ben Mustapha. England continued to press and
were made to pay for not converting a succession of
chances when they conceded a soft penalty.

Kyle Walker swung a lazy arm across Fakhreddine
Ben Youssef who fell as if poleaxed and Colombian
referee Wilmar Roldan pointed to the spot, with his
decision being upheld by the VAR.

Ferjani Sassi took one step and fired home confi-
dently past the hitherto unemployed Jordan Pickford
and Tunisia who had been outplayed for the first half-

hour were somehow level 10 minutes before half-time.
Still there was time for Lingard to come close again
twice, first from a goalbound shot and then a dink over
the keeper which agonisingly struck the post.

Alli  too hit the woodwork with a header and
England went into half-time wondering how they had
not sealed victory already.  England still enjoyed the
lion’s share of possession but could not find the same
zip and penetration they had enjoyed at the start of the
first half.

The ineffective Sterling gave way to Marcus
Rashford with just over 20 minutes to go and the
Manchester United man almost fashioned a chance
straight away with a jinking run into the box. — AFP

Captain fantastic Kane to the rescue with two goals

VOLGOGRAD: Tunisia’s defender Dylan Bronn (2R) jumps for the ball during the Russia 2018 World Cup Group G football match between Tunisia and England at the Volgograd Arena in Volgograd yesterday.—AFP

SOCHI: A stunning volley from Dries Mertens
and a Romelu Lukaku double broke the resist-
ance of a brave Panama side on their World
Cup debut as Belgium cruised to a 3-0 win in
their opening Group G game yesterday. 

Mertens hammered home a superb volley
two minutes into the second half, sending the
ball arcing over Jaime Penedo after Panama
struggled to clear a cross. Lukaku’s hard work
up front was rewarded when he headed home
Kevin De Bruyne’s brilliant pass off the outside
off his foot to make it 2-0 in the 69th minute
and the big striker latched on to an Eden
Hazard pass to complete the scoring with a neat
finish. The announcement of the first team to
represent the Central American nation at the
World Cup finals was greeted by an ear-split-
ting roar from the thousands of flag-waving

Panamanian fans dotted in clusters around the
Fisht Stadium. 

The debutants endured a shaky start as
Lukaku went close for Belgium in the opening
minute after an incisive pass from De Bruyne
set Yannick Carrasco free down the left, but the
striker fired wide. Despite being forced to
spend much of the game defending, the
Panamanians showed strength, speed and trick-
ery when they did break forward, and they cre-
ated chances of their own in a scoreless first
half. Belgium wasted no time in the second
period as Mertens quickly opened the scoring
and as the underdogs started to chase an
equaliser the space opened up. The Belgians
showcased an array of clever set-pieces and
will be happy with their performance against a
physical Panama side ahead of games against
Tunisia and England, who meet in Volgograd
later on Monday. 

“That first win in the World Cup is always a
special moment.  Panama, as we expected,
played very organised, very well-drilled (but)
we were patient,” Belgium coach Roberto
Martinez told reporters. 

“The second half, that little bit of quality of
Dries Mertens and then Eden Hazard and

Romelu Lukaku with Kevin De Bruyne being
instrumental in those attacks.”

OPENING GOAL
The opening goal came as a relief to the

Belgians, who have seen other favourites strug-
gle against well-organised opponents in the
opening round of World Cup games. “It was
tough. A long run-up to the World Cup and
finally you have the first match and everybody
expects so much,” Martinez said.  

“You have such an urge to run and do your
thing and then you notice your legs don’t co-
operate. You see it with every team in their first
match. I hope the second match goes better,”
the Spaniard added.

The Belgians put their slow start behind
them in the second half as their passing game
started to click, but Panama still managed to
find opportunities for counter-attacks and were
unlucky not to score. 

“It is a result that can’t be positive because
we lost 3-0 but they could have won by a land-
slide,” Panama coach Hernan Dario Gomez told
a news conference. “I think we did a good job -
some people thought we would lose by seven
goals but it was only 3-0,” he said. — Reuters

Lukaku double as 
Belgium outclass 
brave Panama

S O C H I :  B e l g i u m ’s  f o r w a r d  R o m e l u  L u k a k u  ( R )  i s  f o u l e d  b y
Panama’s defender Erick Davis (C) and Panama’s defender Fidel
Escobar during the Russia 2018 World Cup Group G football match
between Belgium and Panama at the Fisht Stadium in Sochi yester-


